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Abstract

In recent years, small screen devices have seen widespread increase in

their acceptance and use. Combining mobility with increased technological

advances many such devices can now be considered mobile information termi-

nals. However, user interactions with small display devices remain a challenge

due to the inherent input restrictions and limited display capabilities. These

challenges are particularly evident for tasks, such as information seeking. For

the presentation of retrieval results we consider that a personalised and context

dependent approach could offer benefits, particularly for retrieving informa-

tion in a non-traditional environment. As a starting point, in this paper we

report an investigation into the effects of summary length as a function of

screen size, where query-biased summaries are used to present retrieval re-

sults. Following a brief description of our proposed system, we report a user

study aimed at exploring whether there is an optimal summary size for three

types of device (smartphone, PDA and laptop), given their different screen

sizes.
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1 Introduction

Technology is having an ever increasing impact on our lives, this is evident in the

increasing advances in information technology to support access to information on

demand, anywhere and anytime. The emergence of these technologies and services,

often referred to as pervasive computing, or ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991,

1993), can be seen as supplementing traditional paradigms of human and computer

interaction, the desktop PC.

The acceptance of ubiquitous computing is perhaps most evident in the increased

sophistication and extended utility of mobile devices, such as mobile phones, PDAs,

mobile communicators (telephone/PDA) and Pocket PCs. Advances in these mo-

bile device technologies coupled with their much improved functionality means that

current mobile devices can be considered as multi-purpose information tools capable

of complex tasks. In fact, many of these devices can now support tasks that were

normally only associated with the desktop PC, such as creating word-processed doc-

uments, spreadsheets, presentation slides. Similarly, for mobile phones (both for 2nd

and 3rd generation) there exists a wide variety of network-based services (Crestani,

M. Dunlop, & Mizzaro, 2004).

Significant improvements in display technologies and awareness of issues for

interface design of applications for mobile devices offer the potential for an improved

experience for users. Technologies such as Wireless Application Protocol (WAP),

designed specifically for small handheld wireless devices, and research efforts in

information visualisation also contribute to more desirable interaction. Despite the

mentioned advances, however, the reality is that a challenge remains to effectively

present content on mobile devices. This challenge is compounded by information

overload. Challenges in presentation are due largely to the inherent constraints of

a small display area and, in the case of mobile phones, limitations on interaction.

Consequently, the standard approaches that exist for supporting information access

on traditional platforms are not appropriate for mobile devices (Jones, Marsden,

Mohd-Nasir, & Boone, 1999b).

In this paper we focus on the presentation of search results and the effects due to

screen size. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the motivations

for investigating the effects of screen size on retrieval results presentation. Section 3
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reports related work in retrieval results presentation in terms of approaches for

normal and small screen devices, and summarisation techniques used. Section 4

presents our proposal for the personalisation of retrieval results, outlining a system

topology and rasing some open issues related to its design. Section 5 reports an

investigation into the relationship between the summarisation of search results and

the effects of screen size, presenting the results of user studies using a range of

devices (smartphone, PDA and laptop). This section presents the experimental

procedure, the results and the analysis of the study carried out. Finally, Section 6

presents some conclusions and directions of future work.

2 Motivations

The inherent characteristics of devices play an important role in supporting infor-

mation access. This is particularly the case for mobile devices with their limited

display area, constrained interaction (stylus, T9 predictive text) and their other de-

vice related factors (bandwidth, limited processing capabilities, battery life, etc.). It

is also interesting to note that despite future advances both in mobile device tech-

nologies and the communication infrastructures, challenges will remain for these

devices due to physical form of the device, the need to be palm sized and portable,

and the resolution thresholds for what is legible by the human eye.

Previous studies (Jones, Buchanan, & Thimbleby, 2002) have suggested that im-

proved user performance can be achieved through optimisations for user capabilities,

a reflection of the device being used. With this in mind we consider that for mobile

devices (phones, PDAs, laptops) the presentation of results should be personalised

and context dependent. Central to this approach is the assumption that mobile de-

vices are by definition personal devices. By personalised and context-aware delivery

we refer to content that reflects the specific interest of a user (both current informa-

tion requests and long standing interests), whilst also taking account of situational

and environmental considerations, such as the user’s current location, local time,

and the device being used. We intend to use contextual information as a filtering

mechanism to refine the results following the retrieval process.

There are several parameters to personalisation, particularly in the case when the

user is mobile. Considering as one parameter the device and it’s associated charac-
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teristics then content delivery should be optimised to suit the interactions supported

by the device. One means of adapting search results presentation is to employ sum-

marisation techniques, the aim being to summarise the results with minimal loss

of user perception of relevance. Indeed, some forms of summarisation can improve

user perception of relevance, using for example query-biased techniques (Tombros &

Sanderson, 1998). However, existing approaches to adapting content for devices do

not support the needs of the individual user (e.g. (Buyukkokten, Garcia-Molina, &

Paepcke, 2001)), content-device optimisations are generic and would be the same

for all users.

As a starting point to developing an approach that is device and user sensitive

we have investigated the effects of screen size on retrieval results presentation. This

paper presents our findings on exploring the following research question: is there an

optimal a-priori (i.e. not related to personal preferences) summary size, given the

device screen size? In other words, is search results presentation affected by screen

size, and is there an optimal summary size, for the document retrieved in response

to a search, that is a function of the screen size? These findings would be useful for

addressing the “cold start” problem, since personalisation would then enable a user

to change summary size to suit their preference. The work reported in this paper

focuses on the delivery of news, which are a particular type of document.

The hypothesis we use for the user study relate to the presentation of search

results and effects due to screen size, and can be outlined as the following. In order

to keep the user perception of relevance at a constant level, should summary length

be related to screen size? Also, considering the effectiveness of a summary related

to how it enables a user to perceive the relevance or not of a document, is the

intuition that a long summary is more effective for large displays and less effective

for small displays true? Conversely, is it true that a short summary is more effective

for small displays and less effective for a large displays? We expand on the details

of our research questions in Section 4.2.

3 Background

Traditionally, information retrieval (IR) systems are accessed using a desktop PC

where the results of a search are presented on a large screen display and there
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exists a rich environment for interaction. Considering the topology of user in this

traditional setting they might range from experienced experts, possibly with formal

training in conducting information searches, to novice users who are at the very least

computer literate. In most circumstances, when engaged in an information access

(IA) task it is reasonable to assume that users will devote their complete attention

to the task. Comparing IA in a mobile environment to the conventional setting

appears to show substantial differences (Loudon, Sacher, & Kew, 2002), one being

the cognitive effort devoted to the task of accessing information. IA on a mobile

device seems to require considerably more effort than on a desktop PC. Differences

in device have an impact since mobile devices by design are multi-purpose and as

a consequence may compromise certain useful functionality to maximise mobility

and diversity (small display, limited interaction, etc). Any difficulties experienced

in using these devices may be magnified when the utility is extended to support

new tasks, such as searching for information in digital collections, or on the web.

In addition, the profile of a typical mobile device user is different from that

usually associated with an IR system user in the sense that computer proficiency,

and indeed acceptance of technology as a whole, may not be assumed. This is

apparent when considering the variety in user profiles within the mobile phone user

population.

The retrieval task itself differs from that assumed under normal IR circum-

stances due to the nature of conducting searches in a non-static, transient envi-

ronment, where there is a greater risk that user performance may be influenced

by outside factors with the increased potential for distractions of noise and inter-

ruptions (Jameson, Schfer, Weis, Berthold, & Weyrath, 1998). These distractions

may even be user driven, as the user may be engaged in other activities at the

time of searching and cannot commit their full attention to the task of accessing

information.

Finally, for mobile IA there is an increased prominence to consider the type of

information being sought as there may be significant temporal and/or locational

dependencies. For example, consider the scenario of finding information about

possible tourist sites available for visiting. In such a case it would be useful that

any suggested tourist sites are first checked to see if they are open given the current
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time of day, and the expected travelling time to the site.

All of the mentioned factors then influence the way mobile users will conduct

searches and view search results.

3.1 Searching on the desktop

Most search systems present the results of a user query as a serial list of documents,

often represented by document title, that may or may not be ranked. Users are

required to assess each document individually on the basis of relevance to their

submitted query. This can be a lengthy process given the often long list of retrieved

documents as many search engines provide large result sets that may span many

pages. In reality, studies have shown that users are only prepared to look at the first

10-20 results (Kirsch, 1998). To reduce the overhead involved in working through

the list of retrieved documents, approaches have been developed to assist users in

completing their information discovery task.

Applying ranking to the list of retrieved documents, is one such approach. In IR

query-relevance ranking normally takes precedence, presenting those documents the

system considers as best matching the users query higher in the list (Baeza-Yates &

Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). Other measures that can be used for ranking results include

time, or document size. Complimentary techniques may focus on attempting to

improve the quality of the results ranking, attempting to increasing the position

and number of relevant documents in the retrieved document result set. Relevance

feedback is an example of such a technique, whereby the system refines a set of

results or performs a further search on the basis of user explicit or implicit correc-

tion (Harman, 1992).

Information Visualisation techniques explore alternatives to presenting search

results in contrast to traditional ranked lists. Many of these schemes make use of

colourful highlighting and graphical features to capture aspects of the information

access process, presenting content that is dynamic and can be interactively manip-

ulated by the user (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). For example, the use of

concept “landscapes” to represent document clusters (categories of similar docu-

ments) displayed graphically, in 2D as a “jigsaw” (Kohonen Feature Maps (Chen,

Houston, Sewell, & Schatz, 1999)) with the clusters forming the individual pieces,
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or in 3D as a “map” (ThemeScapes (Wise, Thomas, Pennock, Lantrip, Pottier, &

Schur, 1999)) with contours describing document similarity and where peaks indi-

cate concentrations of similar documents.

Another variation to a plain list of document titles is to accompany the docu-

ment title with supplementary information describing the retrieved document. This

additional information functions as a document surrogate providing document meta-

data, such as date of publishing, source, and length of the document, to give more

indication about the content of a document (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).

More relevant to our study, some systems extend document surrogates to include

a short automatically generated extract, which may take the form of the first few

lines of the document text. Further by applying techniques borrowed from auto-

matic text summarisation the extracts for the document surrogate can be improved

to be more representative of the source document, being informative, instantly ful-

filling the user’s information need, or indicative, providing an indication of whether

the particular document is relevant (Brandow, Mitze, & Rau, 1995).

3.2 Searching on the small screen devices

Small screen devices provide much of the searching functionality found on the desk-

top PC, ranging from on-device information discovery to searching wider network

accessed information resources, such as digital libraries or the WWW. Whilst sim-

ilar functionality is provided, in practical terms using such services results in a

very different user experience (Jones et al., 1999b). In general terms interfaces for

searching on small screen devices have remained largely unchanged, querying is ex-

pressed by entry of plain text into a text field and search results are presented as a

scrollable list of retrieved matches.

Recent human-computer interaction (HCI) studies have found that supporting

information discovery tasks, both browsing and searching, on PDAs using inter-

faces designed for the display area of desktop PCs has a negative influence on task

performance (Jones et al., 1999b; Jones et al., 2002).

These studies highlight problems with search interfaces for small screen devices

as being associated with the within-page vertical scrolling or paging requirements

for viewing content. Vertical scrolling describes the action of viewing the content
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outside the screen display area shown in a progressive manner, serially. By contrast,

paging permits access to the next full screen’s worth of content without any further

action by the user. To make content available for displaying on small screen devices,

it is not uncommon for long lists of search results to be divided into separate pages

that contain a reduced number of results. Breaking the content up into smaller,

more manageable chunks may be necessary for transmission requirements,1 as well

as a means of aiding presentation. Nevertheless, there is an associated cost with

this approach; page-to-page navigation increases the amount of user interaction

and reading time (Jones et al., 1999b). Both of these factors may have financial

implications (users are likely to be paying for wireless connections or the amount

of data they transfer) and as a consequence may impact on the way users use

such services. Continuing with navigational issues, the worst effects are observed

if users are required to scroll horizontally. In such cases, it is easy for users to

become disorientated and lost within content designed for viewing on much larger

screens (Jones et al., 1999b).

Solutions to assist the user in making sense of search results on the small screen

can be briefly outlined as the following. Limiting number of results in each results

page and limiting the amount of information displayed for each result (document

surrogate) has the benefit of reducing the long lists of results instead of splitting

them over multiple pages.

The Google interface for the PDA displays only the top 5 results per page and for

each result. A further difference is the use of symbols to represent features expressed

more completely in the full version. However, there is an increased requirement for

page-to-page navigation which is a negative effect. Combining relevance ranking

with algorithms that favour high precision performance may provide a trade-off to

splitting content over multiple of pages and the associated navigation costs. Ideally,

the most relevant results would then appear in the first couple of pages and would

fulfil the users information need reducing the need to go beyond the second page

of results (Jansen, Spink, & Saracevic, 2000). Also, providing quality document

surrogates in the retrieved document list may enable the user to be more selective

in choosing documents to view, again potentially reducing the need to visit all

1WAP protocols require that a deck (unit of deliverable content) to be no greater than 1000
bytes.
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retrieved documents.

Notable schemes for accessing web content on mobile devices areWebTwig (Jones,

Buchanan, & Mohd-Nasir, 1999a) and PowerBrowser (Buyukkokten, Garcia-Molina,

Paepcke, & Winograd, 2000) both were designed specifically to take account of the

limited display area of small screen devices and adapt content presentation accord-

ingly. The basis of these schemes is to provide a more direct, systematic approach

to viewing content that requires much less scrolling. It is interesting to observe

that both these schemes have more recently incorporated features that use forms of

summarisation (Buyukkokten et al., 2001; Jones, Jones, & Deo, 2004). This is the

approach we intend to follow.

For a discussion of content adaption techniques for small screen viewing refer

to (MacKay & Watters, 2003) where an number of approaches are discussed under

the headings of direct manipulation, data modification, data suppression and data

overview.

3.3 Applying summarisation to retrieval results presentation

Automatic summarisation has been used extensively in the context of IR. Both as

a means of supplementing search results, and therefore aiding the user to make

relevance assessments, and for making the IR process more efficient using. For

example, a summarised version of documents can be used to build indexes or for

storage, in place of the document full text.

Traditionally, automatic document summarisation has been based on sentence

extraction approaches (Brandow et al., 1995; Edmundson, 1969; Luhn, 1958). Ad-

vances in sentence extraction have seen the introduction of query-biased summari-

sation methods. Query-biased summarisation methods generate summaries in the

context of an information need expressed as a query by a user. Such methods

aim to identify and present to the user individual parts of the text that are more

focused towards a particular information need rather than a generic, non-query-

sensitive summary. Summaries of this type can then serve as an indicative func-

tion, providing a preview format to support relevance assessments on the full text

of documents (Rush, Salvador, & Zamora, 1971).

Highlighting recent research in the application of summarisation to aid infor-
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mation retrieval tasks, in particular the use of query-biased methods, Tombros and

Sanderson investigated and illustrated the application of query-biased methods for

text IR (Tombros & Sanderson, 1998). The results from their evaluation indicate

that the use of query biased summaries significantly improves both the accuracy

and speed of user relevance judgements compared with the typical output of an

IR system, that is a static predefined summary composed of the title and first few

sentences of retrieved documents. A later study by Tombros and Crestani evaluated

the effectiveness of presenting summaries by different means and the effect this has

on users’ perception of relevance (Tombros & Crestani, 2000). Results from this

study showed that users’ ability to make relevance assessments of documents was

highly affected by the way they are presented.

Extending the forms of presentation to include small screen devices, Sweeney,

Tombros and Crestani looked at the use of query-biased hierarchical based sum-

maries of newspaper articles presented to users on WAP mobile phones (Sweeney,

Crestani, & Tombros, 2002). Defining hierarchical summaries as summaries of vari-

able length, increasing from title only, 7%, 15%, to 30% of the original document

length, the study investigated how users’ perception of relevance varied depending

on the length of the summary, and in relation to the specific characteristic of a

typical WAP mobile phone interface. This study suggested that hierarchical query-

biased summaries are useful when dealing with small screens and assist users in

making correct relevance judgments. The results also highlighted, for WAP mo-

bile phones, a preference for concise summaries that are relatively brief, 7% of the

document length (up to a maximum of 3 sentences).

Other related research in search results summarisation combines more recent

trends in multi-document text summarisation includes approaches based on linguis-

tic analysis (Radev & Fan, 2000), and with focus on small screen delivery (Radev,

Fan, & Zhang, 2001; Boguraev, Bellamy, & Swart, 2001). More general work on

text summarisation for small screen devices has seen specific approaches targeted at

email processing/viewing (Corston-Oliver, 2001), financial news delivery (Yang &

Wang., 2003) and web page viewing (Buyukkokten et al., 2001).
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4 Personalisation of results presentation

The case for device optimised personalised content delivery has been presented, with

the objective that content should reflect the constraints, or indeed take full advan-

tage of the functionality, of the end user platform and take account of users interests.

Automatic summarisation offers a solution for presenting device-friendly content.

There are many ways to produce summaries and query-biased techniques; (Tombros &

Sanderson, 1998) present one example of a current user-centred approach.

A limitation of this approach, however, is that the summary generated only

takes account of the users current request, and not of a long standing interest, such

as a user profile. An effective way of summarising for personalisation would be to

learn from the users how to make the best summary for their particular information

need and specific devices being used. Additionally, contextual information could be

used to further refine the content of the summary.

4.1 An architecture for personalised and context-aware sum-

marisation

By experimenting with the system, proposed above, we aim to investigate the po-

tential merits of a personalised and context aware approach. The underlying ar-

chitecture for our system is based on the traditional client-server model where the

server communicates with all types of client devices. Using a central server pro-

motes independence and consistency among the possibilities of client devices since

the software responsible for content adaption is not tied to particular device tech-

nology. There is also the added advantage of reducing processing overheads for thin

clients (mobile phone, PDAs).

An illustration of the overall system processes is shown in Figure 1, where the

different types of device all communicate through the central server. The results

returned to the user in respect of their initial request for information are different

for different devices, for different tasks, and for different users.

The architecture of the server is component based, dividing the overall process

into a number of separate stages. Conceptually the server is split into two parts:

the (a) push and pull technologies, and the (b) adaption engine. We intended to
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use existing IR and information filtering (IF) technologies to provide the retrieval

and filtering capability for the system and will focus on the adaption engine as the

main part of our work.

4.2 Open issues

To realise a solution that is personalised to the user and adapted to the device being

used to access information there are a number of open issues that require consid-

eration. Comparing devices on a discriminating factor such as screen display area

and regarding this dimension in isolation, that is assuming the user (or personali-

sation) is a constant, then there are a number of issues for the delivery of content.

Should we consider the screen size when presenting the results of a search? Existing

research would suggest that screen size does have an impact (refer to Section 3.2)

and therefore should be taken into account for content delivery. If the answer is

yes and screen size does have to be considered, so that users should see different

summaries for different devices then, is there a relationship between screen size and

the amount of information the user wants to see? In other words, is the screen size

a variable to be consider in the task of generating summaries of retrieval results?

We must also establish are users expectations. Do they expect a certain amount

of information given a particular screen size? Finally, is it effective to summarise

retrieval results considering the device screen size? Assuming users do indicate a

preference for content length on the basis of screen size, is this actually effective?

Does it provide improvements in performance, which in this study, refers to users’

ability to carry out correct relevance judgements.

The experiments described in the following section aims to investigate these

open questions.

5 Investigation into the relationship between re-

trieval results summarisation and screen size

The following sections report on a series of experiments that investigate the rela-

tionship between retrieval results summarisation and screen size. The general theme

of the investigations is users’ ability to carry out relevance judgements on textual
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information presented on non-traditional IR platforms. We are interested in assess-

ing the variation of user performance in evaluating the relevance of full documents,

given query-biased summaries of different lengths, and also determining whether

there is an optimal size of summary for a given type of device interface. The range

of mobile devices used in the experiments comprised a smartphone, PDA (personal

digital assistant) and a laptop. For the study we assume the utility notion of rel-

evance (van Rijsbergen, 1979) as the basis for evaluating the summaries. Further

details describing the context for the users’ perception of relevance used can be

found in (Tombros & Crestani, 2000).

5.1 Research questions for the study

In this study we focus on the effects of summary length as a function of device

screen size, and leave investigating aspects of personalisation and use of context in

our proposal for another time.

Relating to the open issues which we have identified in Section 4.2, the study

aims to explore the following: Is there an optimal a-priori (i.e. not related to

personal preferences) summary size, given the device screen size? In other words, is

search results presentation affected by screen size, and is there an optimal summary

size, for the document retrieved in response to a search, that is a function of the

screen size?

To test this research question we devised the following hypotheses which are

based on our initial intuitions. Given the advantages of a larger screen that,

1. users would visit a greater number of documents using the larger screen com-

pared to using the smaller screens;

2. users would make the majority of decisions using the longer levels of summary

(15% and 30%) on the larger screen and make fewer decisions using the shorter

levels of summary (title and 7%), while on the smaller screens users would

make more decisions using the shorter summaries and make fewer decisions

using the longer levels of summary;

3. for both large and small screens, the time taken to make decisions would be

similar given that larger screen users may tend to read more and scroll less,
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while for the smaller screen read less and scroll more;

4. users would achieve higher performance (a higher level of decision correctness,

precision and recall) using the larger screen compared to a lower level of

performance using the smaller screens;

5. users would achieve higher performance with longer summaries on the larger

screen, and similarly would achieve higher performance with shorter sum-

maries on the smaller screen. In other words, that longer summaries would

be more effective for the larger screen, while for the smaller screen shorter

summaries would be more effective.

5.2 Presenting summaries on different devices

We will present here the experimental environment in which the study was carried

out.

5.2.1 Devices used in the experiment

The devices for the experiment were chosen to represent a range of screen sizes

from the spectrum of mobile devices available. Comparing the different devices

based on the characteristics of their display then we can group devices as micro

displays (mobile phones, smartphones), small displays (PDAs, Pocket PCs and other

handheld devices), and normal displays (tablet PCs to Desktop PCs), as reported

in Figure 2. Also apparent is that along with increasing screen size there is also

increase in screen display quality.

In our experiments we used an SPV E200 smartphone, a HandSpring Visor PDA,

and an Acer TravelMate 529TXV laptop. Figure 3 provides an illustration of two of

the devices, the third being a 14 inch laptop. The summaries were authored as web

pages and displayed through web browsers on the devices2. Also, we consider the

benefits of using a desktop sized screen in addition to the laptop redundant for our

study despite recognising it as a point on the scale of device displays (see Figure 2).

Table 1 provides a comparison of the device displays used.

2We used Microsoft’s Pocket IE for Windows Mobile 2003 for Smartphone, AvantGo’s web
browser for the Palm OS v4.x (http://www.avantgo.com), and IE 6.0 for Windows.
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5.2.2 Query-biased Summarisation

The summarisation system employed in the experimentation described in this paper

is based on work by Tombros and Sanderson. The system uses a number of sentence

extraction methods (Paice, 1990) that utilise information both from the documents

of the collection and from the queries used. A detailed description of the system

can be found in (Tombros & Sanderson, 1998); here we shall only briefly describe

the summary generation process.

For the studies reported in this paper each individual document of the collec-

tion was passed through the summarisation system, and as a result a score for

each sentence of each document was computed. This score represents the sentence’s

importance for inclusion in the document’s summary. Scores are assigned to sen-

tences by examining the structural organisation of each document, and by utilising

within-document term frequency information. Information from the structural or-

ganisation of the documents was utilised in three ways. Terms occurring in the

title section of a document were assigned a positive weight (title score) in order

to reflect the fact that headlines of news articles tend to reveal the major subject

of the article. In addition, a positive ordinal weight was assigned to the first two

sentences of each article, capturing the informativeness of the leading text of news

articles. Finally, a heading score was assigned to each one of the sentences compris-

ing a within-article section heading, reflecting the fact that such headings provide

evidence about the article’s division into semantic units. By using the number of

occurrences of a term in a document (term frequency - TF), we can establish a list

of “significant” terms for that document (i.e., terms whose TF value is greater than

a specific threshold). The summarisation system then locates clusters of significant

terms within a sentence, and computes a significance factor for each sentence (Luhn,

1958).

In addition to the scores assigned to sentences, information from the queries

that were used in the experiments and supposed to be issued by the users was also

employed in order to compute the overall score for each sentence. A query score was

thus computed, intended to represent the distribution of query words in a sentence.

The rationale for this choice was that, by allowing users to see the context in which

the query terms occurred, they could better judge the relevance of a document to
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the query. The actual measure of significance of a sentence in relation to a query is

derived using a query length normalisation process.

The final score for each sentence is calculated by summing the partial scores

discussed above. The summary for each document is then generated by selecting

the desired number of top-scoring sentences, and outputting them in the order

in which they appear in the original document. Summary length was treated as a

design variable in our system, corresponding to the level of information a user would

be presented with in relation to the original document. Each level is intended to

provide more information to the user.

Four different summary lengths were used in our experiments. It is established

that titles convey useful clues about the contents of a document (Saracevic, 1969),

and based on this fact we used titles as the first level of information (shortest

summary) a user would be presented with. The other three summary length values

were calculated as a percentage of the number of sentences in the original document.

Therefore, for each document a number of sentences equal to the 7%, 15% and 30%

of its length (up to a maximum of 3, 6, and 12 sentences respectively) were used.

Previous summarisation research (e.g. (Brandow et al., 1995)) has suggested that

summaries of roughly 20% of the original document’s length can be successful in

providing relevance clues to users. These sentences were the top-scoring sentences

of the summarisation system, output in the order that they appear in the original

document as was previously explained. Sample summaries used in the experiment

are shown in Figure 4.

As mentioned, for the experiment web browsers were used to view the sum-

maries. Prior to the start of each user experiment, experimental content was trans-

ferred to the device such that users were only permitted to view content offline thus

reducing effects of any outside factors that could influence the results, and ensuring

consistency among the experiments.

5.3 Experimental Settings

The following sections report on the test collection, the experimental procedure and

the evaluation measures used.
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5.3.1 The Test Collection

The documents for the experiment were a subset of the 1990-92 Wall Street Journal

(WSJ) collection of TREC (Voorhees, 2002). The TREC-WSJ collection was used in

the study both as a data source and as a standard against which the users’ relevance

assessments were compared, enabling precision and recall figures to be calculated.

For this last purpose the relevance assessments that are part of the TREC collection

and that were made by TREC “judges” were used. We used 50 randomly selected

TREC queries (referred as topics in TREC) and for each of the queries, the 50 top-

ranked documents as an input to the summarisation system. The test collection

consisted of a total of 2,220 news articles. To provide an indication of the proportion

of relevant documents within those used for the experiment, there was a total of

414 relevant documents in the collection with an average of 8.3 relevant documents

per query.

5.3.2 Experimental Procedure

To enable comparisons among devices the same experimental tasks were used: users

were presented with a retrieved document list in response to a query (simulated

query), and had to identify correctly as many relevant documents as possible for that

particular query within 5 minutes. The information presented for each document

was automatically generated, query-biased summaries.

Experiments were carried out with user groups of 10 volunteers with above

average experience of using computers and mobile devices (mobile phones, PDAs).

A total of 30 users participated in the study (10 users per experimental condition).

At the outset, each user was initially briefed about the experimental process and

instructions were handed to the user by the experimenter. Any questions concerning

the process were answered by the experimenter at this stage. Users were otherwise

uninformed of the purpose of the experiments. Each user was assigned a set of five

queries randomly chosen among the 50 used. For each query, the user was given the

title and the description of each query (i.e., the “title” and “description” fields of

the respective TREC topic providing the necessary background to their ‘information

need’ to allow them to make relevance judgements. When the user indicated to the

experimenter that they were ready to proceed the experiment was started. At that
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point, timing for that specific query started and the user was presented with a

ranked document list, composed of the 50 highest ranked documents, and would be

allowed to interact with the device. Users could select any document from the list

and read its contents (see Figure 5). The document title, and the three levels of

summary (7%, 15% and 30% of the original document length) were used to represent

document content.

The arrangement for the experiment is as follows (see Figure 6). Users are

presented with a ranked document list (element A of Figure 6) and are able to select

a document from the list and read its contents. The content for the documents are

divided into Title (B), 7% (C), 15% (D) and 30% (D) of the document and this is

the order that the content is presented. A user can read the title of a summary and

then make a decision as to whether to mark the document as relevant/non-relevant

and return to the retrieved document list to select the next document title (A), or

proceed to the next level of summary by selecting Next (B). A user can navigate

back to the retrieved document list at any point by selecting Doc List (A).

At any point the subject could stop the system and move on to the next doc-

ument, or re-display the previous summary of the current document. Documents

judged relevant/non-relevant were marked so by the user on an answer sheet that

was prepared for each query. In addition, the user marked the level of summary

used to make their decision.

Once the assigned task was completed (i.e. all the documents were marked or

the time elapsed), the user was given the next query and the process was repeated.

A post-experiment questionnaire was used to gather additional information on each

user’s interaction with the system: the utility of the document descriptions, the

clarity of reading the descriptions through the device interface, the level of difficulty

of using the interface, and the level of difficulty of the queries.

There are some limitations to the methodology we used in our experiment. A

first limitation pertains to the use of the TREC relevance assessments as the “ground

truth” against which user judgments are compared in order to obtain precision and

recall values. A second relates to assessing the form-factor of viewing textual con-

tent on a mobile devices. Designing web content for small screen devices can be

difficult due to the variation in display capabilities, and the onus is on the content
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provider to produce suitable content. The HTML files viewed by users in the ex-

periments were set to “word-wrap” to be consistent with previous experiments, and

therefore only partially assessed the effect of page scrolling (horizontally). Finally,

a further criticism of our experimental procedure may be the decision to ask the

user to identify as many relevant documents as possible within the allotted time. It

could be argued that by adopting this approach users maybe encouraged to decide

upon the relevance of each document on the minimum amount of information. The

result potentially leading to a bias in the decision threshold favouring a “relevant”

response. Possibly a better approach would have been to explicitly mention to

users that in addition to identifying relevant documents, they must also consider

that their performance scores would be penalised if they make mistakes.

5.3.3 Experimental Measures

The main experimental measure used to assess the effectiveness of user relevance

judgements was accuracy. To quantify accuracy, precision, recall and decision-

correctness were used. In our experiment we focus on the variation of these measures

in relation to the different experimental conditions. This is in contrast to the

absolute values normally used in IR research.

We define precision then as the number of documents marked correctly as rel-

evant (in other words, found to be relevant in agreement with the TREC judges’

assessments) out of the total number of documents marked. This definition corre-

sponds to the standard definition of precision. Recall is defined as the number of

documents marked correctly as relevant out of the total number of relevant docu-

ments seen. A further measure we used to quantify the accuracy of a user’s judg-

ment is decision-correctness, that is the user ability to identify correctly both the

relevant document and the non-relevant (irrelevant) documents. We define decision-

correctness as the sum of the number of documents marked correctly as relevant,

plus the number of documents correctly marked as non-relevant out of the total

number of documents marked for that query.
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5.4 Results

In this section we now report on the results of the experimentation outlined in

the previous section. We present only those results that we believe to be most

interesting. For results of a similar study comparing the performance of PDA and

WAP mobile phone emulator refer to (Sweeney et al., 2002).

Figure 7 shows the number of documents used to make decisions as a percentage

of the documents viewed for all device types in the study. An interesting observation

is the similarity in the distribution of documents for the different levels of summary

for both PDA and smartphone. Indeed, comparing on the basis of screen size then

according to the results there exists a split in terms of an increased number of

smaller summaries (title and 7%) for the smaller screens (PDA and smartphone).

The opposite is also evident for the larger screen of the laptop, in that users based

their relevance decision in greater number on longer summaries (15% and 30%).

However, for all three devices the largest proportion of decisions were made using the

7% summaries. Interestingly, comparing the overall number of documents viewed

using the different devices then there does not appear to be a great difference.

In terms of users ability to make correct decisions, that is identify both relevant

and non-relevant documents, Figure 8 shows that there is a slight degradation in

the overall performance with decreasing screen size. However, this difference is not

significant. The Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric equivalent to the ANOVA test was

used to test for significance. An interesting observation from the overall results

is the similarity in performance of the PDA and smartphone. The deviations in

decision performance are more evident looking at the individual levels of summary.

Considering the summaries as the previously mention distinct groups, short and long

summaries, then the shorter summaries (title and 7%) can be seen as outperforming

the longer summaries (15% and 30%) for all devices, with the exception of the 30%

summary viewed on the PDA. The variance in correct decisions at the different

levels of summary is most evident for the laptop, and less clear for both the smaller

screen devices.

Figure 9 provides an additional insight into users ability to make precise deci-

sions, that is identify relevant documents only. From the results we can observe a

drop in performance levels from making correct decisions, and making precise deci-
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sions. It appears that users perform less well in identifying relevant documents, and

therefore it is possibly to speculate from the results that the better performance

in decision correctness must be achieved by correctly identifying non-relevant con-

tent (see also comments on recall later). Again, for the overall view of average

precision, the previously observed similarity in performance remains for the PDA

and smartphone, both achieving considerably less precision compared to the level

for the laptop. There is also a more pronounced variation in performance at the

individual levels of summary. The results show a pattern of decline in performance

with decrease in screen size, and increase in summary length. However, the results

for the PDA contradict this pattern, remaining at a consistent level for all three

devices.

Recall may not be considered as good a measure for mobile IR, since one could

argue that mobile users will be less inclined to investigate all the relevant items, but

would rather be satisfied with the first few relevant items. The low levels for recall in

Figure 10 show clearly that users have difficulty in recognising relevant documents.

It is difficult to suggest the cause for this poor performance as it may be attributed

to a number of factors: the specialist domain coverage of WSJ articles, the lack

of exemplar relevance-decisions given to the user, or the quality of the summaries

generated. Another possibility that might explain the low levels of recall might be

the fact that the topics for the study were not of direct interest to the user and

therefore did not motivate the user to look for documents. According to the users

responses to the questionnaire (reported in the Appendix), a summary of which is

presented in Table 2, they did score the level of difficulty of the queries as tending

to complex (see Question 1 in Figure 6).

Figures 11 and 12 provides a basis for comparing the relative performance of

the different levels of summary at the different screen sizes for correct and precise

decisions. In all cases using the title and the 7% summary seems to enable the user

to provide consistently precise and correct decisions. There is sufficient evidence to

suggest that the title and the 7% summary achieve a higher performance for the

laptop and smartphone screen sizes, while on PDA it appears that the summary

length does not provide similar degrees of variation on decision correctness and

precision.
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In summary, the results presented here suggest that there is a relationship be-

tween screen size and summary length. The relationship does not necessarily in-

fluence the performance of users’ relevance decisions, but it does influence in the

choice of summary from which they make the relevance decision. Thus, while users

tend to make relevance decision on long summaries when using large screens and on

short summaries when using small screen, this does not have any significant effect

on either the decision precision or decision correctness. Kruskal-Wallis p-value for

overall decision correctness on the different devices is 0.722, and for overall pre-

cision is 0.145, both greater than 0.05. In fact, our study shows that users make

precise and correct relevance decision using small summaries, whatever the size of

the screen of the device they are using.

5.5 Discussions

In terms of our initial expectations, some of the results provide an unexpected

outcome, a few of these cases are now discussed.

At the outset, based on our intuitions, we had some hypotheses, which we de-

scribe in Section 5.1. Given the advantages of a larger screen it seemed reasonable

to have the mentioned preconceptions. However, the results show that for the ma-

jority of cases the initial expectations were proved wrong. In fact out of the listed

hypotheses, only 2 and 3 were achieved. Indeed, the results confirm the pattern

that users would use a greater number of longer summaries (15% and 30%) on the

larger screen and the opposite for the smaller screen. Also, that the time taken

to make decisions is similar3. More importantly, our initial view for performance

stated in point 5 were proven not to be the case: that longer summaries would be

more effective for the larger screen, while for the smaller screen shorter summaries

more effective. In terms of an optimal summary length for the different devices, our

experimental results suggest it is best to show the same level of summary on all de-

vices, and that our experiment users were most effective with the shorter summary

lengths (title and 7%), whatever the screen size.

There results have important implications in the design of our personalised and

context-aware result presentation for mobile devices, in that we will now use short

3Note, as task duration was a controlled variable in the experiments (5 minutes per query) we
are not able to report any data relating to the time spent at the different levels of summary.
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summaries independently from the screen size of the device being used. It will now

be our strategy to allow the user to request longer summaries and adapt the default

summary length to user preferences. However, in the absence of any user preference,

a short summary will be delivered.

So, to the question posed in the title of this paper on whether there is a rela-

tionship between search results summary size and device screen size, our answer,

supported by the findings of this study, will have to be no.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an investigation into the effectiveness of using query-biased

summarises of varying length to present retrieval results with respect to different

screen sizes. The aim was to establish experimentally whether screen size needs

to be considered in the presentation of search results, and if the case, if there is

an optimal summary size for a particular size of screen. Whilst the results of the

experiments indicate that summary size should not be selected in relation to screen

size, it does show that screen size is an important factor and needs to be considered

in the design of personalised results presentation, reflect by the varied usage and

preferences of the users. In terms of an optimal summary size for the different screen

displays, on the basis of effectiveness for the task in our experiment, the results hint

at shorter summaries being more effective for all screen sizes.

As future work, we intend to fully develop the system for personalised and

context-aware search results presentation sketched in Section 4.1. We believe that

such a tool may provide better support for a platform independent and user-centered

information access.
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Appendix

Post Experiment Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was completed by users after carrying the 5 queries.

The questionnaire was completed in paper format. The response to each question

was on a Likert-type scale as follows:

Q1. How do you rate the complexity of the queries in general?

1 = very easy

2 = easy

3 = neither complex nor easy

4 = complex

5 = very complex

Q2. How much do you think the summaries (any, including title) helped you in

your judgements?

1 = very unhelpful

2 = unhelpful

3 = neither helpful nor unhelpful

4 = helpful

5 = very helpful

Q3. Mark how useful the summaries were for making your judgements (rating each

level of summary)? (Q3.1 - Title, Q3.2 - 7%, Q3.3 - 15%, Q3.4 - 30%)

1 = very ineffective

2 = ineffective

3 = neither useful nor ineffective

4 = useful

5 = very useful

Finally, an open ended question for further comments was asked of the partici-

pants. This was often a basis for a brief discussion.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a Personalised and Context-aware System.

Figure 2: Range of device displays.

Figure 3: Illustration of the mobile devices used for the experiments (left: SPV
E200 Smartphone, right: Handspring Visor PDA).
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Smartphone PDA Laptop
SPV E200 Visor Acer TravelMate 520 series

Type Colour TFT LCD Black & white Colour TFT Active Matrix
Dimension (l x b) 1.69” x 1.37” 3.18” x 2.38” 11.25” x 8.5”

4.3cm x 3.5cm 8.1cm x 6.0cm 28.5cm x 21.5cm
Resolution 176 x 220 160 x 160 1024 x 768
Colour depth 16-bit 65k colour 2-bit greyscale 24-bit (16.7 million colours)

Table 1: Device displays for the experiment.

Figure 4: Sample summaries used in the experiment for single document (note,
the layout here is for presentation purposes and was not the format used in the
experiment).

Figure 5: Examples of screen shots (for PDA).
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Figure 6: Illustration of the experimental arrangement.

Figure 7: Number of documents at the different levels of summary that users utilised
to make decisions.

Figure 8: Average decision correctness for the experiments.

Figure 9: Average precision for the experiments.
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Figure 10: Average recall for the experiments.

User
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Avg.

Q1 3.0 3.7 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.7 4.0 3.7 3.0 4.0 3.8
Q2 3.0 3.0 2.7 3.2 2.8 3.3 2.7 2.0 3.7 4.7 3.1
Q3.1 2.3 3.3 3.0 3.8 2.7 3.0 3.3 2.7 3.0 4.7 3.2
Q3.2 3.3 3.7 3.7 4.7 3.0 4.3 3.0 3.7 3.7 2.7 3.6
Q3.3 3.0 2.0 3.3 4.0 3.0 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.7 1.7 3.1
Q3.4 3.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.6

Table 2: Questionnaire responses averaged over all experiments.

Figure 11: Performance of users to make correct decisions.

Figure 12: Performance of users to make precise decisions.
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